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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Services are increasingly deliverable via digital means, opening new opportunities for developing country 

firms to engage in trade. One rapidly growing part of digitally deliverable services trade is the creator 

economy, where both individuals and micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) around the world 

share and sell valuable content with their fans and business customers through digital platforms, and 

provide marketing services to local and global brands, sometimes selling products alongside these 

services.  
 

The creator economy mushroomed when the covid-19 pandemic caused a global shutdown of brick-

and-mortar businesses and mass unemployment, prompting business owners and laid off employees to 

increasingly turn to digital platforms to supplement their incomes. Consumers found solace from their 

stay-at-home orders through the endless entertainment and online shopping options. This contributed 

to increased user growth on established digital platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, and the 

emergence of new platforms, with TikTok as the frontrunner: visits to TikTok’s website grew almost 

600 percent on average each month in 2020 compared to 2019, while visits to Instagram were up 43 

percent, Twitter 36 percent, and Facebook 3 percent.1 YouTube reported paying more money to 

creators and partners in Q2 2021 than any other quarter up to that point.2 Newer platforms saw 

exponential growth in 2021 as well, with a record 11 companies in the creator economy achieving 

unicorn status, including audio-based social app Clubhouse, education platform Masterclass, content 

creation app Lightricks, and NFT marketplace Opensea.3  

 

Mainstay platforms have evolved quickly to keep up; for example, Meta, Instagram, and YouTube have 

been adding short form videos into their caoabilities. YouTube’s short form video product was released 

in September 2020 and attained 1.5 billion monthly active users contributing to 30 billion daily views by 

mid-2022.4 For influencer marketing campaigns, brands favor TikTok the most in 2023, followed by 

Instagram, Facebook, and YouTube which, while still very relevant, have decreased in popularity in 

competition with TikTok.5 

 

By now as many as 200 million individuals consider themselves creators and the creator economy is 

estimated at $250 billion – and poised to rise to $480 billion in 2027, with the potential to empower 

millions of developing country firms.6 Yet rather little is known to date about what types of businesses 

become creators, how creators engage in trade, or how they perform. Also little is known about the 

business and policy challenges facing creators, such as how they monetize their works and how 

copyright, taxation, and data privacy and transfer regulations may shape their fortunes. There are also 

question marks about the impacts of technologies such as artificial intelligence on creators’ business 

prospects.   

 

This study seeks to bridge this knowledge gap in four ways: 

 

• Creating a typology of creators and assessing the platforms they leverage to sell their work; 

• Leveraging Visa-sponsored survey data on creators in 17 economies around the world, to 

understand creators’ characteristics, performance, and challenges; 

• Discussing emerging policy developments around the world that affect creators; and 

• Developing an agenda for the global development community to support developing country 

creators. 
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The following section assesses the different types of creators that have emerged in the creator economy 

and the platforms and channels they use to sell their work. Section three turns to Visa’s data on 

creators to better understand their characteristics, performance, and challenges. Section four reviews 

the policy issues affecting creators and the growth of the creator economy. The final section concludes 

with a policy and development agenda to support and enable creators. 
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II. CREATOR TYPES AND CHANNELS 
 

A. CREATOR TYPES 
 

There are many types of creators, both individuals and businesses. They can be classified as follows 

(table 1): 

 

• Creators that sell their content and creations, such as educational classes, podcasts, 

films, music, and so on via platforms like Twitch, TikTok, and YouTube. Creators have many 

ways to monetize their content, such as selling merchandise and digital content, and gaining 

revenue from advertisements. Some creators also sell products alongside services (case 1). 

Some creators are hobbyists who make some hundreds of dollars a month, while others are full-

time creators. The engagement and revenues vary widely across creators: in a survey of over 

2,000 creators, fewer than 1 percent were superstar creators making more than $1 million a 

year, but as many as 43 percent in the influencer vertical reported earnings of more than 

$50,000 per year. 7  This is quite aligned with a study of 50 popular creator platforms, which 

found that in 2021, 668,000 creators had onboarded these platforms with earnings totaling 

$10 billion or about $15,000 on average, and by 2022, 1 million creators had onboarded 

these same platforms with $25 billion in earnings, or on average $25,000 per creator.8 

 

• Influencers that are hired by domestic and foreign businesses to shape the 

purchasing decisions of their fans and audiences because of their status, authority, 

knowledge, and position with their audience.9 There are mega-influencers that may also be 

celebrities such as musicians, movie stars, and athletes with millions of followers on platforms 

like Twitter and Instagram; macro-influencers with a following of 100,000 to 1 million; and 

micro-influencers with up to 100,000 followers. Popular YouTube content creators and 

podcasters are also being hired by brands to promote products and services.10 Influencer 

marketing is expected to rise to $21 billion in 2023.11 

 

• Nano-influencers, or those with less than 10,000 followers, have increased in 

popularity in recent years as consumers seek authenticity when learning about and 

purchasing products online. Nano-influencers have a high rate of social media engagement, 

where people frequently interact with their content. Instagram’s engagement rates are around 

0.95 percent for accounts with over 100,000 followers compared to 4 percent for nano-

influencer accounts with less than 5,000 followers; TikTok’s largest accounts with over 1 million 

followers average 11 percent engagement, and nano-influencer accounts with less than 5,000 

followers attain an impressive 15 percent engagement.12  In an influencer marketing benchmark 

report, overall influencer engagement declined in 2022, yet grew for nano and micro 

influencers.13 These influencers also had better conversion rates. While smaller influencers have 

smaller audiences, they are often able to engage more authentically and effectively with their 

followers than larger influencers or celebrities, something younger generations especially value. 

Brands are increasingly seeing the impact this can have and turning to nano-influencers more 

often when looking to create deeper connections with their target audience. 

 

• NFT creators that sell non-fungible tokens (NFTs) to fans, which are essentially any 

digital asset, such as artwork, music, or videos which can then be tokenized into NFTs and sold 

on the blockchain.14 NFTs provide creators new pathways to make revenue and to meaningfully 

connect with fans: creators have historically earned income mainly through ad revenue and 
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brand partnerships, but with the emergence of NFTs, creators are able to directly sell their 

work to customers without using intermediary platforms who can take control of their content 

rights or a percentage of the earnings, and can later earn revenue through royalties if the NFT is 

sold on the secondary market. Though NFTs are still fairly new and will depend on factors such 

as the progress of blockchain technology and especially the market demand for digital assets, the 

impact already is evident- NFT collectors and traders spent $22 billion on NFTs in 2021, and 

the Ethereum NFT market saw a 70-fold increase in sales between February 2020 to February 

2021.15 

 

Creators have many ways to monetize their content, such as selling merchandise and digital content, and 

gaining revenue from advertisements, brand partnerships, and sponsored social media posts. Another 

popular monetization strategy is simply through supporter donations. All of these methods enable 

creators to gauge their audiences’ preferences and improve their content and services.16  
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Table 1 – Types of digital service providers, platforms used, and monetization 

models 
 

Type of 

creator 
Examples of functions Sells on and to Monetization 

Platform monetizes 

through 

Creator 
• Musicians, visual artists, 

filmmakers, gamers, 

writers, instructors 

• To individuals and 

fans on platforms 

such as Twitch, 

TikTok, YouTube, 

Patreon 

• Subscriptions 

• Sell merchandise  

• Sell digital content 

• Ad revenue 

• Affiliate links, tip jars, 

and donations 

• Subscription fees 

• Advertising 

• In-app purchases (IAP) 

Influencer 

• Creators that promote  

marketing videos and 

campaigns 

• Blogger 

• TikToker 

• Podcaster 

• To followers on 

platforms like 

TikTok and 

Instagram on behalf 

of global and local 

brands 

• Fees for campaigns 

• Affiliate links 

• Sponsored posts 

• Commissions 

Nano-

influencer 

• Creators that promote 

marketing videos and 

campaigns, more often 

in niche industries 

• Blogger 

• TikToker 

• To followers on 

platforms like 

TikTok and 

Instagram on behalf 

of smaller and niche 

brands 

• Fees for campaigns 

• Affiliate links 

• Sponsored posts 

• Commissions 

NFT 

creators 

• Sell nonfungible tokens 

of digital content such 

as artwork and music 

• To individual fans 

on platforms such 

as OpenSea, Rarible, 

and Nifty Ga 

• teway 

• Purchases of NFTs 

 

• Commissions 

• Admin fees – 

initialization, contract 

approval 

• Transaction/commission 

fees 

 

 
 

 
 

Case 1- Estefanía Mora Creator for organizing spaces through services and products 

 
Estefanía Mora, the founder of Organize Your Space, a prominent firm specializing in space organization 

services and education, established her own organization services and teaching business in Ecuador. Drawing 
upon her passion for organization, Estefanía forged a professional path and established her very own 

company. In 2019, she started her business venture independently, and presently, she leads a team of her 
own. Her business extends its reach through a training institute, delivering workshops and certification 

programs for aspiring organizers. Her diverse student body hails from nations including Ecuador, Puerto Rico, 
the United States, Colombia, Panama, El Salvador, Bolivia, and England.  
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The online certification program empowers individuals, mainly women, to become Professional Space 
Organizers and establish their own global businesses. Estefanía’s company aids women in becoming 

entrepreneurs, enabling them to assist their own clientele. The certification is built upon three core pillars: 
mastering the skills of a proficient space organizer, developing a viable business model, and nurturing the 

potential for expansion. This program is designed for those seeking a career change without substantial 
upfront costs, aiming to establish their own enterprise in a dynamically growing international market, 

generate supplementary income, and individuals passionate about home care, seeking to enhance their 
expertise and inspire others worldwide.  

 
With over 80 students already certified through Estefania’s company, participants can offer an array of 

services to their clientele including complete home organization, virtual consultations, training for household 
staff, office arrangement, time management coaching, warehouse optimization, personal shopping, and more. 

The certification comprises of 12 pre-recorded modules of online instruction, an e-book, a personalized hour 
of mentoring from Estefania, a workbook, tailored feedback, and a final project.  

 
In addition to the certification program, Estefanía’s business includes a variety of products and services. 

Customers are able to use her platform to purchase organizational items like baskets, jars, drawer 
organizers, and more. Users also have the option to pay for organizational services from Estefanía and her 
team. They can hire Estefanía to organize various rooms in their houses like nurseries, laundry rooms, 

bathrooms, closets, kitchens, and more. Estefanía also offers pre- and post-move services to help clients pack, 
unpack, and reorganize their belongings in their new homes.   

 
Estefanía’s online presence is highly visible through a few popular social media accounts. On her Instagram 

account, @organizatuespacioec, she has garnered a substantial following of more than 750K individuals. Her 
TikTok account, under the same handle, has amassed over 310K followers. Through both platforms, she 

shares valuable tips and tricks for cleaning and organizing various household items in short-form videos. As a 
small, woman-owned business, Estefanía utilizes the power of social media to expand her reach to a wider 

audience and possible customer base.   
 

Through her blog, Estefanía offers tips and techniques to organize your closet and motivation to become a 
certified space organizer. Those who visit her site can acquire insights into optimizing and streamlining their 

personal spaces. Whether one seeks to acquire the skills as a hobby, embark on a professional journey as a 
space organizer, or hire Estefania’s team for space arrangement services, her company offers all of those 

solutions for its customers.  
 
 

 

B. CREATORS’ CHANNELS AND MONETIZATON MODELS 

 
According to the Crunchbase database on businesses around the world, since the year 2000 there have 

been more than 1,600 companies formed that categorize themselves as being in the content creator 

industry, with the majority founded in the United States, followed by Europe (figure 1). A closer analysis 

of the ecosystem provides a snapshot into the types of companies that have been formed including 

channels for creators and influencers to sell their craft, and services for creators like financial support 

and digital marketing (figure 2). There have also been an emergence of brand management agencies that 

act as intermediaries between brands and creators (case 2).  

 

Investors have been excited about the creator economy, investing robustly in creator platforms – some 

$461 million in 2020, $939 million in 2021, and in the first half of 2022, $637 million.17 Notable raises 
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include Kajabi ($550 million), Clubhouse ($300 million), Patreon ($155 million), and Cameo ($100 

million).18  Table 2 expands on top creator platforms and funding amounts. 

 

Figure 1 – Content creator ecosystem companies, by year founded and company 

headquarters (cumulative) 

 

 
 

Source: Nextrade Group on the basis of Crunchbase. 
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Figure 2 – Content creator ecosystem companies, by year founded and focus (cumulative) 

 
Source: Nextrade Group on the basis of Crunchbase. 
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opportunities and relationships. YouTube’s creator marketplace originated in 2013 under Famebit’s self-

service platform to assist brands searching for creators and was bought by Google and re-worked into a 

full-service offering called YouTube BrandConnect in 2020.  

 

Facebook launched Brand Collabs Manager in 2018 to cultivate collaboration between brands and 

influencers for branded content deals. TikTok first launched its marketplace in 2019 to allow brands to 

search for creators that would be a good fit for their marketing campaign and in September 2021 

launched an API for the marketplace, providing brands with access to TikTok’s first-party data which 

includes information on creator stats, video performance, and audience insights.19 Instagram followed 

the trend and in 2022 launched the Creator Marketplace, adding on an API for third party marketing 

platforms in 2023.20 

 

There has been an explosion of similar marketplaces outside of these major social media platforms that 

act as intermediaries between creators and brands and allow for more flexibility in choosing the right 

platform for the campaign. For example, Grin provides brands with a database of over 100 million 

influencers from Instagram, YouTube, and TikTok and focuses on ecommerce businesses with 

integrations into major shopping platforms. Creator.co has a database of 300 million and focuses more 

on showcasing micro-influencers for small business marketing campaigns. Upfluence provides a self-

service platform that is more affordable for SMEs, and includes a database with 500 million items of 

content, spread across major social media platforms that businesses can search through to find the best 

match. Aspire’s underlying algorithm crawls the web to find data on influencers, resulting in over 

500,000 profiles for brands to browse, and has introduced features like allowing brands to upload a 

picture of the type of campaign they want to run and finding matches of similar picture results from past 

influencer campaigns. Beyond being a discovery tool for brands, many of these platforms have expanded 

to provide relationship and campaign management and analytics features as well.  
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Table 2 – Selected platforms used by creators, by raises, users, funding to date, revenues, 

and monetization models21 

 

Platform Description Location 
Number and types 

of users in 2021 

Funding 

raised 

Funding, Revenue, 

Valuation 

Monetization 

model 

 

 

Twitch 

Twitch is a social 

video platform where 

gamers can broadcast, 

watch, and talk about 

video games. 

San 

Francisco, 

United 

States 

 

>9M monthly 

creators 

 

~140M MAU;  

 

2.84M concurrent 

viewers 

$35M 

 

Revenue: >$2B (est.) 

 

Valuation: >$5B (est.) 

 

• Subscription fees 

• Advertising 

• In-app purchases 

(IAP) 

 

Substack 

 

Substack is a 

subscription-based 

newsletter publishing 

platform for 

independent writers. 

San 

Francisco, 

United 

States 

 

>10,000 writers 

(creators) 

 

>500,000 paying 

subscribers 

 

>1M subscriptions 

 

$82.4M 

 

Funding: $82.4M 

 

Revenue: >$20M (est.)  

 

Valuation: $650M 

 

 

• Subscription fees 

 

OnlyFans 

OnlyFans provides a 

social media platform 

where creators share 

and monetize content 

and develop 

connections with fans. 

London, 

United 

Kingdom 

 

>1M content 

creators 

 

120M registered 

users 

 

 

Revenue: $1.2B (est.) 

 

Valuation: >$1B (est.) 

 

• Subscription fees 

• IAP 

 

Lightricks 

Lightricks develops 

creativity tools that 

enable its users to 

craft and share visual 

content on mobile 

devices. 

Jerusalem, 

Israel 

 

5M paid subscribers 
$335M 

 

Funding: $335M 

 

Revenue: >$80M (est.) 

 

Valuation: $1.8B 

 

 

• Subscription fees 

 

Clubhouse 

Clubhouse is an 

audio-based social app 

that allows users to 

spontaneously join 

group chats. 

San 

Francisco, 

United 

States 

 

10M WAU  
$110M 

 

Funding: $110M  

 

Valuation: $1.4B 

 

• Subscription fees 

• IAP / event fees 

 

Patreon 

 

Patreon is an online 

platform connecting 

creators and other 

artists with their fan 

base. 

San 

Francisco, 

United 

States 

 

 

>210,000 creators  

 

6M subscribers 

(“patrons”) 

$413.3M 

 

Funding: $413.3M 

 

Revenue: $160M (est.) 

 

Valuation: $4B  

 

• Subscription fees 
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TikTok 

TikTok is a short-

video sharing app and 

social network 

platform. 

Los 

Angeles, 

United 

States 

 

1B MAU (global)  

 

100M MAU (U.S.) 

 

 

Revenue: >$17B 

 

Valuation: $280B 

(Bytedance) 

 

• Advertising 

• IAP 

• Ecommerce 

 

 

YouTube 

 

YouTube is a video-

sharing platform that 

allows users to 

upload, view, and 

share videos. 

San 

Bruno, 

United 

States 

 

2B MAU 

 

30M paid subscribers 

 
 

Revenue: >$20B (est.) 

 

• Subscription fees 

• Advertising 

 

Instagram 

Instagram is a free 

photo and video- 

sharing application. 

Menlo 

Park, 

United 

States 

 

1B MAU 

 

500M DAU 

 

 

Revenue: >$26B (est.) 

 

Valuation: $102B  

(est.) 

 

• Advertising 

 

Spotify 

Spotify is an audio, 

music and podcast 

streaming service. 

Stockholm

, Sweden 

 

11M creators 

 

406 MAU  

 

180M subscribers 

 

$2.1B 

 

Revenue: $9.6B 

 

Valuation: $27.2B 

 

• Subscription fees 

• Advertising 

 

Gumroad 

Gumroad owns and 

operates an online 

service through which 

users can buy and sell 

digital goods such as 

design templates and 

source codes. 

San 

Francisco, 

United 

States 

 

~45k sellers 

(creators) 

 

~600,000 customers 

$16.1M 

 

Funding: $16.1M 

 

Revenue: $10.9M 

(est.) 

  

Valuation: $100M   

 

 

• Subscription fees 

• Transaction/commi

ssion fees 

• Payment 

processing fees 

 

Medium 

Medium is a social 

publishing network 

that connects ideas 

and perspectives. 

San 

Francisco, 

United 

States 

 

~175,000 writers 

(creators) 

 

~700,000 paid 

subscribers 

 

$163M 

 

Funding: $163M  

 

Revenue: ~$35M (est.) 

 

Valuation: >$500M 

 

 

 

• Subscription fees 

 

Teachable 

Teachable allows 

anyone to create and 

sell online courses. 

New 

York, 

United 

States 

 

>100,000 

instructors/creators 

 

~10M students 

 

$13.5M 

 

Revenue: $44.7M 

(est.)  

 

Acquired in 2020 for 

$250M 

 

• Subscription fees 

• Transaction/commi

ssion fees 
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Roblox 

Roblox is an online 

gaming and 

entertainment 

platform that offers a 

shared digital 

experience for 

players. 

Garden 

City, 

United 

States 

 

9.5M developers 

(creators) 

 

43.2M DAU 

 

202M MAU 

 

$856.7M 

 

Revenue: $1.9B  

 

Valuation: $26.58B   

 

• Subscription fees 

• IAP 

• Transaction/commi

ssion fees 

 

Kajabi 

Kajabi operates as an 

all-in-one knowledge 

commerce platform. 

Irvine, 

United 

States 

 

~20k knowledge 

entrepreneurs 

(creators)  

 

>40M customers 

 

$550M 

 

Funding: $550M  

 

Revenue: >$60M (est.) 

 

Valuation: $2B 

 

 

• Subscription fees 

• Service fees 

 

Cameo 

Cameo is a 

marketplace where 

fans can book 

personalized video 

shoutouts from their 

favorite people. 

Chicago, 

United 

States 

 

>30,000 celebrities 

(creators) 

 

>1M customers 

$165.7M 

 

Funding: $165.7M 

 

Revenue: $25M (est.) 

 

Valuation: $1B 

 

 

 

• Commission fees 
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Case 3 – Teaching English on YouTube: Case of Kaizen  

 
Malar created Kaizen English in 2017 after realizing that knowledge of the English language could help 

people communicate and connect to better opportunities. Malar herself discontinued her studies after 
Grade 12 in her hometown of Rajapalayam, about 500km south of Chennai, due to familial constraints. 

Malar was strongly discouraged by her family from pursuing a formal education and was instead 
encouraged to get married, with no real career prospects. However, after getting married, she was 

determined to keep studying and learning, and she received her degree through correspondence. She 
soon landed a teaching job, and in this role met a colleague who spoke English very well and who 

inspired Malar to learn how to improve her English skills.  
 

Malar became passionate about learning English fluently, and wanted to share this knowledge with 
others. She saw how people in her community were limited by their communication skills, and felt that 

English could empower them to achieve their potential and to improve their employment opportunities. 
She eventually joined a spoken English center where her teaching method was very popular among the 

students. After a potential business partnership failed to launch, Malar decided to start her own business 
teaching English from her home. 
 

Some of Malar’s students were working overseas and asked Ma lar if she could put teaching videos on 
YouTube. Malar thought it was a good idea, and considers this a pivotal turning point in her life. Inspired 

by the Japanese concept of ‘kaizen’, meaning ‘continuous improvement’, she created her Kaizen English 
YouTube channel in 2017 where she began using everyday conversations, catchphrases and descriptions 

of household objects to teach spoken English to Tamil speakers. The impact was swift, as she quickly 
began receiving comments on her videos from Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Singapore, and even the UK. People 

around the world were writing to tell her how learning English through Kaizen English had a positive 
effect on their lives.  

 
One of her former students was the first to suggest the idea of monetization, which Malar had 

previously been unaware of. However, Malar quickly ran with the idea and began making revenue from 
her videos. She used her earnings to start an institution in Chennai for in-person classes alongside her 

online content, a big accomplishment in a metropolitan area as big as Chennai. 
 

Malar posted the first video to the Kaizen English YouTube channel in March 2017, and 5 years later in 
April 2022, she hit the milestone of 1 million subscribers. She also has an official Instagram account with 
almost 40,000 followers and in 2021, Malar expanded her brand to include the “Ikigai” YouTube channel, 

another nod to Japanese culture which roughly translates to “reason for being” - this time focusing more 
on lifestyle content. She also has monetized content through paid workshops in the Kaizen Academy, 

utilizing the e-learning platform Winuall. Malar’s future goals include reaching more of the Tamil 
community worldwide, and plans to share free beginner English videos with government schools to help 

her lessons reach remote areas and underprivileged children. 
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III. WHAT TYPES OF MSMES BECOME CREATORS – 

AND HOW DO CREATORS PERFORM? 
 

There are a number of reasons why the creator economy can be a particular growth opportunity for 

developing countries: 

 

• Low barriers to entry. The barriers to providing digital services are low: only a smartphone 

or a laptop and an Internet connection are needed to deliver even more sophisticated services. 

In addition, digitally deliverable services often require lower overhead costs than traditional 

businesses, such as rent for a physical storefront. By leveraging digital tools, creators can 

increase the number of customers they serve without necessarily increasing their costs. This can 

help small businesses and freelancers keep costs down and increase their profit margins. 

 

• Limited investment to scale. Provided online, digitally deliverable services enable scalability 

without significant new investment, along with the ease of expanding across markets. For 

example, a creator may get audiences and fans from diverse countries without necessarily even 

targeting any one market. 

 

• Opportunities for arbitrage. Developing country creators can potentially compete on cost 

particularly as advanced country companies seek commoditized services at low cost, and as 

emerging markets engage in more value-adding digital services.  

 

• Flexibility. Digitally deliverable services often allow freelancers and small businesses to work 

from anywhere on hours they set, which can provide flexibility especially for women and 

students. A number of studies discuss the flexibility and “individualization” of work enabled by 

platforms.22  

 

• Increased job opportunities. Creators are not limited to sharing their work through one 

platform or company, but have freedom to craft their personal brand across multiple platforms, 

increasing their potential to secure new business and grow their audience. According to one 

study using data on freelance workers on Upwork South Africa, Kenya, Nigeria, Ghana, and 

Uganda, high-skilled workers gain better wages than they would without the platform. 23 

 

What then do survey data tell us about creators and their performance? Are they particularly scalable 

businesses? Are they mostly micro enterprises, or are even more mature businesses branching out to 

grow creator business?   

 

This section highlights key trends from a Visa survey of 9,011 MSMEs fielded on 22 May – 28 July 2023 in 

Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Chile, Cambodia, Costa Rica, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Mexico, Peru, 

the Philippines, South Africa, Thailand, Ukraine, Vietnam, and the United States across services and 

goods sectors. 5,786 of these MSMEs report being creators and/or influencers in part-time or full-time 

capacities.  

 

There are a number of key findings around creators characteristics and performance. For example, 

creators and influencers are not just new or micro businesses, they are prevalent especially in the ranks 

of small and medium-sized firms and often have 3-10 years of experience (figures 3 and 4). Creator and 

influencer firms are also more often led by women; 71 percent of women-led firms consider their work 

to be at least part-time creator or influencer based compared to 62 percent of men-led firms (figure 3). 
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Creators and influencers are especially prevalent in the content, IT and financial services, consulting, 

wholesale and retail sectors (figure 5). 

 
 

Figure 3 – Creator types, by CEO gender and firm size 

 
 

 

Figure 4 – Firm age, by creator type 
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Figure 5 – Creators’ reported sectors  
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percent of noncreator firms have as much in-house talent (figure 6). Unsurprisingly, creators are most 
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(figure 7).  
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Figure 6 – Share of leadership team with over 5 years of IT experience, by creator type 

 

 
 

Figure 7 – Firm location, by creator type 
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Figure 8 – Platforms used by creators  

 

 
 

Creators spend considerably more than their noncreator peers on digital services and technologies- 43 

percent of full-time creators and influencers spend more than 10 percent of their revenue on 

technology and digital services, compared to 32 percent of non-creators (figure 9). 

 

 

Figure 9 – Share of revenue spent on digital services and technologies, by creator type 
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How then do creators perform? Overall, creators are faster-growing than noncreators: one third of full-

time creators in small firms and one quarter in micro firms had more than 10 percent revenue growth in 

2022, compared to 18 percent of small and 15 percent of micro noncreators (figure 10). Creators that 

are small firms and in large cities tend to have the fastest growth rates (figure 11). These are also firms 

that have had consistent revenue growth in 2020-23 (figure 12). 

 

Figure 10 – Firm revenue growth in 2022, by creator type 
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Figure 11 – Creator firms’ revenue growth in 2022, by location 

 

 
 

 

Figure 12 – Creator firms’ revenue growth in 2020-2023, by location 
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C. CREATORS’ SUPPLY CHAINS, BACKWARD LINKAGES, AND EXPORTS 

 

Creators and influencers shape entire ecosystems around themselves, for example by using graphic 

designers, video artists, content editors, and so on. Indeed, creators appear to hire a wider set of 

vendors domestically than comparable noncreators (figure 13). Creators are also likelier than 

noncreators to seek vendors in international markets – for example, of full-time creators that are micro 

and small firms, 78 percent import, and 55 percent use more than six international vendors, compared 

to noncreator importers of which only 20 percent use as many vendors (figure 14 and 15).   

 

Figure 13 – Number of domestic vendors, by creator type 
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Figure 14 – Share of total purchases were imports, by creator type 

 

 
 

 

Figure 15 – Number of international vendors used by importer firms, by creator type 
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and 17). Almost all or 89 percent of creator firms that export also import, compared to just 37 

percent of creator non-exporters (figure 18).  

 

Figure 16 – Exports as share of total sales in 2022, by creator type 

 

 
 

Figure 17 – Number of foreign markets sold to in 2022, by creator type 
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Figure 18 – Import intensity of creator exporters vs. non-exporters 
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Figure 19 – Creators transfer data across borders 
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and digital payments as rising the most (figure 21). Almost all creators think digital payments are 

important, if not vital, for their business's operational efficiencies and revenue generation (figure 22). 

 

Figure 20 – Creators’ domestic and international payment acceptance in 2023 
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Figure 21 – Creators’ expected payment methods in 2023-24 

 

 
 

Figure 22 – Importance of digital payments for creators 
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Figure 23 – Creators’ needs to expand sales and exports 
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which would account for about 5 percent of all ecommerce sales; globally the social commerce 

market is expected to top $2 trillion by 2025.25 
 

• Virtual influencers. Virtual influencers are computer-generated digital characters that exist 

entirely online and help promote brands and products just like an actual human influencer 

would. These digital personas are created using technology such as AI, 3D modeling, and 

animation, and can look cartoon-like or be so realistic it is difficult to distinguish them from a 

real human. These virtual influencers are crafted by businesses, content creators and PR 

companies, who create traits and backstories and the ability to engage with consumers through 

social media posts, videos, and comments.26 They represent new opportunities for creators and 

influencers to promote brands (case 4). 
 

• Generative AI. Generative AI applications such as ChatGPT may significantly alter creative 

work, both for independent creators and those working within companies in creative roles. 

These new generative AI models are able to produce content like text, images, and audio, by 

learning from huge datasets and user feedback. Jobs focused on delivering content could now be 

at risk of being replaced by this technology. However, while some creative jobs could be 

eliminated in favor of technology, there are other alternatives that may play out that allow 

creative humans and AI to coexist, some of which have already begun. Many creators are using 

generative AI to assist them in their creative process and improve efficiency, especially in idea 

creation. Creators can for example give ChatGPT a few preliminary instructions of what they 

are trying to accomplish, and in return get AI-driven ideas and examples, which they can then 

run with and build on.27 Visual-focused generative AI tools like Midjourney can help a creator 

ideate on an image, and tools like Opus can take a longer video and turn it into shorter clips for 

something like TikTok. 

 
• Livestreaming. Live commerce or “livestreaming” is this generation’s answer to the home 

shopping network: a content creator or influencer promotes products through a live video 

stream on social media platforms, where viewers can tune in to learn about and purchase 

products. Different types of livestreaming include product demonstrations, Q&A sessions, and 

expert advice sharing. By participating in live streaming, content creators can earn affiliate 

commissions, secure brand sponsorships, and position themselves as industry experts. Viewers 

tune in for the interactive and immersive experience of watching a live stream with fellow 

potential customers and to engage with the host, leading to increased feelings of community and 

connection to the products and brands. In 2022, livestream sales were estimated at $17 billion 

dollars in the United States and are expected to nearly triple by 2026 to reach around $55 

billion.28 China has led the boom in livestreaming popularity- livestreaming generated $480 

billion in sales in 2022, and this number is expected to increase 30 percent in 2023.29 
 

 

 
Case 4 – Virtual influencers – what they mean for human ones 

 
Virtual influencers have proven their marketing capabilities and risen in popularity in recent years, some 

amassing millions of followers and promoting well-known brands. Lu do Magalu was created in 2003 by 
Brazilian ecommerce site Magazine Luiza, and has since become a social media star in the country, with 6.4 
million Instagram followers, 7 million TikTok followers, and reportedly an annual income of $16 million from 

sponsored Instagram posts.30 
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Brands may choose to work with virtual influencers for a few different reasons, including the possibility for 
the brand to maintain more control over their projects and to be able to push out content around the clock, 

as well as appealing to younger and more tech-savvy demographics.31 According to Statista, in 2022, 35 
percent of American consumers purchased a product or service after a virtual influencer promoted it, and 40 

percent of those customers were millennials or Gen Z.32 
 

When determining the effectiveness of virtual versus human influencers, a recent study suggests that they can 
be equally effective, but for promoting different kinds of products and in different ways.33 For example, 

followers are more likely to question the expertise of a virtual influencer when endorsing a product or 
service and not respond well when a virtual influencer pretends to have actual experience. In one part of the 

study, half of the participants were shown a social-media post about either ice cream or sunglasses and told 
the influencer was human, and the other were shown the same product and told the influencer was virtual. 

Participants viewed the virtual influencer as less credible and had a less positive view of the brand behind the 
product when it used a virtual influencer. 

 
In another experiment, however, the authors found that virtual influencers can more effectively promote a 

brand when the endorsement is factual, such as listing product descriptions and features. In this experiment 
participants were told that a company hired an influencer to promote its new software. The participants 
were divided into four groups: two groups were presented with an emotional endorsement using words like 

“love” and “adore”, while the other two groups saw a post that focused on specific software features. In each 
of these scenarios, one group was told the influencer was human and the other that the influencer was 

virtual. For the more emotional endorsement, participants preferred the human influencer. Participants also 
had a more positive view of the brand when they were told the influencer was human. For the more factual 

endorsement, there was no significant difference between the two groups in terms of the perceived 
credibility of the influencer or the attitude towards the brand.  

 
In the evolving competitive landscape of the influencer economy, human influencers can stand out and best 

connect and engage with their audiences through their authenticity, something a virtual influencer cannot 
compete with. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1300319/consumers-bought-products-promoted-virtual-influencers-us/
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IV. REGULATORY CHALLENGES TO THE CREATOR 

ECONOMY 
 
The various steps in the creator economy – how creators deliver content on platforms, interact with 

fans, monetize their work, and share revenue with platforms – involve complex regulatory issues that 

echo those surrounding the gig economy and platform economics. Some of the key issues have to do 

with compensation and taxation of creators and their sales, others have to do with intellectual property 

and liability for copyright infringements, and still others with regulation of cross-border sales and data 

flows in the digital economy. The following section and table 3 address the emerging challenges.  
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Table 3 – Regulatory challenges in the creator economy, by country 

 

Area Examples of challenges 

Compensation 

and taxation 

• European Commission published proposal in 2021 that could make 4 million gig workers into employees 

of platform. 

• UK’s Supreme Court ruled in 2021 that rather than self-employed, Uber drivers must be considered 

“workers” eligible for minimum wage, paid leave, and whistleblower protections – but that they would not 

be full “employees” under UK classification, eligible for further benefits.34  

• California’s 2019 AB 5 law requires gig workers across many industries to be classified as employees and 

receive benefits such as minimum wage, overtime, and workers’ compensation.35 

• China published new regulations in 2022 on live-streaming influencers, requiring platforms to provide 

twice-yearly reports on their live-streamers, including information such as personal identification, bank 

account and income details. Platforms are also now required to deduct personal income tax from live-

streamers’ revenue.36 

• India introduced regulation on social media influencers that requires influencers to pay 10 percent tax on 

“freebies” and perks, if the value of the perk is above approximately $240. 

Content 

moderation 

• European Parliament passed a copyright law in 2018 that overrides the EU’s longstanding safe harbor 

protections. The law makes platforms legally liable for users’ content and copyright violations, and forces 

platforms to adopt content moderation filters to detect illegal or infringing content. 37 

• European Union’s Digital Services Act went into effect in 2023 and requires online platforms to 

implement methods to prevent and remove posts containing illegal goods, services, or content, and also give 

users a way to report illegal content.38 

• India introduced safe harbor protections in its IT Act in 2008, but in 2022, amendments to the IT 

Intermediaries Rules went off course and imposed more obligations onto platforms to ensure no illegal 

content is posted.39 

• Indonesia’s 2020 MR5 law requires online platforms to take down content the government deems unlawful 

or a threat to public order, sometimes as quickly as within 4 hours of receiving the takedown request.40 

• Vietnam issued a regulation in 2023 that defines secondary liability for internet intermediaries, establishing 

joint obligations when a user of the platform commits copyright infringement, if the internet intermediary 

failed to comply with the conditions for liability immunity.41 

• Thailand’s Computer Crime Act of 2007, amended in 2016, provides liability protection for online 

platforms for user content if the platform complies with requirements to remove the content within certain 

timeframes; however, the timeframes can be as short as 24 hours and without strict compliance, the 

platform could be liable for the content.42 

Link tax 

(ancillary 

copyright) 

 

• Australia passed a law in 2021 to govern commercial relationships between Australian news businesses 

and digital platforms and allow collective bargaining by the news organizations over compensation for the 

latter’s use of news content.43 

• Canada’s Online News Act became law in June 2023, requiring tech companies to pay to host Canadian 

news content on their platforms. 

• In California, the Journalism Competition and Preservation Act, up for review in 2024, would force social 

media and search engine tech companies like Meta and Google to pay “journalism usage fees” for news 
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content on their platforms, and would require publishers to invest 70 percent of those funds in helping to 

preserve journalism jobs.44   

• European Union’s 2019 Copyright Directive gives news and other publishers the right to receive revenue 

from online news aggregators and platforms that use their content.45 

• Indonesia is in 2023 drafting a law to allow news outlets to receive payment when online platforms use 

their content.46 

Network 

usage fee 

• Korean ISPs have driven legislative proposals to impose network usage fees on content and application 

providers (CAPs) serving Korean consumers over the internet.47 

 

• The European Union is debating whether to adopt network usage fees.48 

 

• Brazil released a consultation in 2023 regarding the possibility of network usage fees.49 

Electronic 

transaction 

restrictions  

• India, South Africa, Turkey, Argentina and Indonesia pushed back against the WTO moratorium on 

customs duties on electronic transactions which expires again in 2023 unless renewed. 

Data transfer 

restrictions 

• China’s collection of laws on data transfer prohibit or severely restrict cross-border transfers of 

“important data,” which is broadly and vaguely defined.50 

• Per Vietnam’s 2022 Decree 53, domestic and foreign service providers who collect and process certain 

types of data on telecom networks must store data in Vietnam for a certain period of time.51 Vietnam’s 

Personal Data Protection Decree requires data subject consent for data transfer, along with a transfer 

impact assessment to be completed by the data transferor.52 

• Nigeria’s Guidelines for Nigerian Content Development in Information and Communications Technology” 

(NITDA Guidelines) require all foreign and domestic businesses to store all data concerning Nigerian 

citizens within Nigeria.53 

• Turkiye’s 2016 data protection law restricts cross-border data transfer except to a specific country that 

the government approves of or when other specific requirements are met, such as explicit consent. In 2018, 

the country began requiring publicly traded companies to keep their primary and secondary information 

systems, data, and infrastructure within Turkiye, and starting in 2019, public institutions and organizations 

must store certain critical information and data in Turkiye, such as health records and biometric data.54 

• India’s 2023 Digital Data Protection Act allows the government to create a list of countries that data 

cannot be transferred to. The Act also clarifies that if any other existing Indian law provides a higher degree 

of regulation for data transfer, that regulation will take precedence, for example the requirement to store 

payment system data within the country.55 

• Indonesia’s GR 71 requires data localization for public sector electronic system operators (state 

institutions or institutions appointed by the state that operate an electronic system). 2020 Regulations 

require commercial banks and insurance companies to store some data within the country.56 

 

 

 

A. COMPENSATION AND TAXATION OF CREATORS 

 

One of the regulatory issues in the creator economy centers on creators’ compensation and taxation. 

Some of these issues are practically the same as those surrounding gig workers such as drivers of ride 

hailing companies or renters of vacation homes. A number of legislative battles have been waged over 
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the past few years on whether gig workers should be considered employees of platforms that match 

them with riders, vacationers, and buyers, and thus be eligible for social security and other protections, 

and whether platforms should pay their payroll taxes.  

 

Europe has taken a particularly muscular approach, with the European Commission publishing a proposal 

in 2021 that could make 4 million gig workers into employees of platforms.57 National laws and rulings 

are also emerging – for example, in the UK, the Supreme Court ruled in 2021 that rather than self-

employed, Uber drivers must be considered “workers” eligible for minimum wage, paid leave, and 

whistleblower protections – but that they would not be full “employees” under UK classification, eligible 

for further benefits.58  

 

Similar, still unsettled questions now swirl around the creator economy – on creators’ employment 

status, fair pay, and taxation.  

 

First, there are questions around creators’ employment status. In a watershed law, California’s 2019 AB 

5 law requires gig workers across many industries to be classified as employees and receive benefits 

such as minimum wage, overtime, and workers’ compensation.59 The practical and counterproductive 

effect on creators in California is expected to be two-fold. One, the law is feared to make employers 

less interested in using creators or to pay creators less, to compensate for the payroll and other costs 

they incur if making creators into employees. Two, AB5 can also impact creators who hire other 

services. For example, a creator that hires a designer or video service provider may as a result of the 

law create a formal business and then hire these service providers as employees. This creates 

considerable fixed costs on creators, such as franchise taxes and workers compensation insurance costs.  

 

AB5 has been contested by ride hailing companies in a referendum and in courts. Other states like 

Massachusetts, New York, Washington, Colorado, Illinois, and New Jersey as well as cities have weighed 

or adopted similar laws.60 

 

Second, there are questions around “fair” compensation of creators and division of revenue between 

creators and platforms. The large global platforms, facing complaints that they are monetizing creators 

via advertisement revenue and escaping payroll tax obligations, have created new compensation schemes 

and incentives for creators. For example, TikTok has launched a Creator Fund that rewards creators for 

viral videos. Snapchat, Facebook and YouTube have similar programs.61 There are related discussions 

and emerging studies about unequal compensation of women and minorities, given the observed notable 

gender and racial pay gaps in the creator industry.62  

 

Third, there are questions on how creators, if they are independent contractors, should be taxed at 

national and global levels. In the U.S. at the federal level, when creators are not classified as employees, 

they have to submit Form 1099-K showing their gross income from gig economy platforms. However, 

tax authorities at state and federal levels also struggle to enforce compliance and raise creators’ 

awareness of their tax obligations. Platforms are in part as a result being made to collect taxes from 

creators, with extraterritorial implications: the IRS is asking platforms like YouTube to collect up to 24 

percent taxes from creators, wherever based, on their total worldwide earnings.63 For example, in 

2021 YouTube started to deduct U.S. taxes from payments to creators in foreign markets like 

India.64 Tax treaties can attenuate the tax liability; where they do not exist, creators may face double 

taxation. In the case of Patreon, a creator or an artist living outside the United States must withhold 

30 percent of the contribution received from their patrons residing in the United States and pay this 

to the IRS – again unless there is a tax treaty in place.65  
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There are also questions around sales taxes on creators’ sales. Many U.S. states have either passed 

laws or rulings making the sale of digital products taxable. The application varies depending on states’ 

views on what a “digital product” is.66 In this area California and Massachusetts are among 

exceptions, considering digital products tax exempt. 

 

These issues are part of the larger debate on large global technology companies and how to tax 

digital sales. Several countries by now require that platforms communicate to tax authorities the 

income received by sellers or service providers; the OECD has in 2020 published model rules of 

reporting this income.67 Countries where creators are based will likely grow increasingly interested 

in taxing creators’ earnings, instead of having creators on U.S. platforms pay taxes to the IRS. These 

debates are far from resolved in the United States or globally, and outcomes can have far -reaching 

implications on creators and their compensation.  

 

In March 2022, China published new regulations on live-streaming influencers, requiring platforms to 

provide twice-yearly reports on their live-streamers, including information such as personal 

identification, bank account and income details. Platforms are also now required to deduct personal 

income tax from live-streamers’ revenue.68 This follows high profile tax evasion cases involving top live-

streamers in China, including a staggering $210 million dollar fine for tax evasion against one live-

streamer in December 2021.69 

 

In July 2022, India introduced new regulation on social media influencers that requires influencers to pay 

a 10 percent tax on “freebies” and perks, if the value of the perk is above $240. These could include 

free air tickets, mobile phones, hotel stays, luxury products, and other free gifts or services. This could 

be difficult especially for smaller influencers who receive a significant portion of their remuneration in 

the form of products, and may also change how brands choose to collaborate with influencers.70 In 

general, Indian influencers must file an annual income tax return, disclosing all earnings including from 

sponsored posts, brand endorsements, and product placements.71 

 

B. CONTENT MODERATION  

 

A major issue surrounding the creator economy is content moderation and liability. Who should be 

liable for content that is for example libelous or infringes copyrights – platforms or the creators? 

 

The issue is vast and long-standing. In the United States, it has been dealt through the 1998 Section 512 

of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) and Section 230 of the American Communications 

Decency Act of 1996. These landmark laws consider Internet intermediaries (like social media platforms, 

ecommerce marketplaces, and internet service providers) largely as conduits of information, not its 

generators, and thus provides them with certain immunities, or a so-called “safe harbor”, from the 

content their users generate.72 Intermediaries’ liability has been limited to cases where they fail to 

remove infringing material or damaging content in a timely manner after a judicial order or, in cases of 

sexual content or nudity, after the injured party makes a takedown request.73  Intermediaries are also 

liable for trademark infringement, unfair competition, privacy, or defamation laws, and any of their own 

infringing activities and collusion between them and third parties to create infringing material.74  

 

Many other countries have adopted similar safe harbors. For example, Brazil’s renowned Marco Civil 

Internet law of 2014 includes a safe harbor that limits the responsibility of providers for hosting or 

transferring third-party content.75 Chile’s copyright law of 2010 specifies that internet intermediaries are 

not liable for user content on their sites if they take appropriate actions in response to official notices.76  
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Now however, safe harbor protections are eroding globally, as policymakers concerned about online 

harms such as defamatory or violent content are pushing platforms to police user-generated content 

and identify and remove illegal content. Again the European Union has been the harbinger. In 2018, the 

European Parliament passed a copyright law that overrides the EU’s longstanding safe harbor 

protections. The law makes platforms legally liable for users’ content and copyright violations, and forces 

platforms to adopt content moderation filters to detect illegal or infringing content. 77  These efforts can 

be counterproductive to the creator economy because of their:   

 

• Impact on original and small content providers. Critics of EU’s copyright law argue that 

rolling liability on platforms for users’ copyright infringements would force platforms to refuse 

content from smaller less-known content creators and instead be incentivized to accept content 

from larger, better-known companies that are unlikely to post infringing content. 

 

• Impact of regulations on small platforms that lack staff and capacities to remove 

content from their sites. Upload filtering requirements can harm small platforms in 

particular, as the technologies in question are costly. Indeed, astute observers have pointed out 

that Europe’s copyright law does a disservice to both creators and platforms that host them and 

favors content removal technology companies.78  

 

• Undermining freedom of speech. Making platforms police their users could also limit 

innovation and freedom of expression (as platforms would likely err on the side of caution and 

remove content that could be deemed offensive or infringing). Experts agree that automated 

filters are far from being able to discern which content qualifies as free speech, or differentiate 

between fair use and copyright infringements.79 Courts in the United States have also recognized 

intermediaries’ own free speech rights in their handling of user-generated content.80  

 

• Undermining investor interest in startup platforms. Section 230 is widely hailed as key 

for the growth of American online platforms and investors’ interest in them. Making platforms 

liable for user-generated content would undermine investor interest in startup platforms and 

undermine the growth of digital ecosystems. 

 

The U.S. Trade Representative and stakeholders have long raised concerns with the EU about the 

erosion of safe harbor protections.81 There are also contestations in Europe – a 2021 ruling by Europe’s 

top court ruled against the copyright law’s spirit by stipulating that platforms should only be held liable 

for copyright infringing content when they actively and deliberately give access to copyright-protected 

work, but not be ex-ante judges of what content is infringing.82 

 

At the same time, the global tide is turning and many other jurisdictions such as Canada, UK, Australia, 

India, and others like the EU with prior robust safe harbor rules, have started to review and revise their 

safe harbor regimes, to deal with “online harms” and accelerate removal of illegal or infringing content. 

In the U.S., there has been fierce discussion, intensifying after January 6, 2021, on the future of Section 

230 and DMCA. The many antitrust bills put forth in 2021 by the House Judiciary Committee also 

contain provisions that would make content moderation decisions potential antitrust violations.83 In 

2022, a new bill called SMART Copyright Act would empower the Library of Congress to designate 

“technical measures” that internet services must use to address copyright infringement— even after a 

firestorm opposition for upload filters in a 2021 Copyright Office consultation.84 In addition, U.S courts 

have recently taken a more stringent approach to platform liability.  
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The Chinese government has blocked many popular social media platforms from being used in the 

country, such as Twitter, YouTube, and Instagram.85 China has also issued extensive rules on creators, 

in an effort to get ahead of “illegal content”, for example by issuing an 18-point guide on live-streaming 

that details 31 behaviors that are not allowed during a live stream, including "hyping up" sensitive issues, 

showing off an extravagant lifestyle, and using deepfake technology on images of government officials. 

The guide also includes new requirements that influencers must prove qualifications to speak about 

certain topics like education, finance, law, or medication.86   

 

Rules for take-down of content are also tightening. For example, in 2017, Germany passed the Network 

Enforcement Act (NetzDG), mandating online platforms with more than 2 million users to appoint a 

local representative to receive and handle takedown requests from law enforcement, including removing 

or disabling illegal content within 24 hours.87  Other countries have followed suit with similar regulations 

of online platforms. In 2020, Indonesia’s MR5 law gives Indonesian authorities the power to force online 

platforms to take down content the government has determined to be illegal or a threat to public order, 

and sometimes as quickly as within 4 hours if it is considered urgent.88 India’s 2022 amendments to the 

IT Intermediaries Rules imposed more obligations onto platforms to ensure no illegal content is 

posted.89 In 2023, Vietnam issued regulation that defines secondary liability for internet intermediaries, 

establishing joint obligations when a user of the platform commits copyright infringement, if the internet 

intermediary failed to comply with the conditions for liability immunity.90 

 

C. LINK TAXES AND NETWORK USAGE FEES 

 

The creator economy also faces the challenges of copyright and leveraging linkable content. The so-

called link tax, or “ancillary copyright protection”, is to protect publishers from others using their 

published texts or parts thereof available on other sites, via links, free of charge. The European Union 

has championed these issues in its copyright directive, calling on internet services and platforms to sign 

licensing agreements with publishers before posting their content and to compensate copyright holders 

(such as journalists or musicians) for the use of their content, even in small snippets. The law, both the 

upload filter rules and the link tax, have been met with fierce protests – more than 100,000 people took 

to the streets against it in Europe and in Germany, Wikipedia switched off part of its online encyclopedia 

for a day in protest.91  

 

Similar laws have been adopted in other countries, as policymakers are pressured to address 

competition by digital platforms against traditional publishers.92 For example, Australia passed a law in 

2021 to govern commercial relationships between Australian news businesses and digital platforms and 

allow collective bargaining by the news organizations over compensation for the latter’s use of news 

content.93 In early 2023, the Indonesian government was drafting a law to allow news outlets to receive 

payment when online platforms use their content.94 Canada’s Online News Act became law in June 

2023, requiring tech companies to pay to host Canadian news content on their platforms. Both Google 

and Meta rejected the framework, opting instead to block content from Canadian news organizations on 

their platforms.  

 

Pressured by traditional publishers, the U.S. Congress has requested the U.S. Copyright Office to 

consider the value of EU-type link taxes in the United States.95 In California, the Journalism Competition 

and Preservation Act, up for review in 2024, would force social media and search engine tech companies 

like Meta and Google to pay “journalism usage fees” for news content on their platforms, and would 

require publishers to invest 70 percent of those funds in helping to preserve journalism jobs.96   
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Creator platforms have rallied against prospective changes to U.S. copyright law, arguing appropriately 

that the ability to link freely is fundamental to the operation of the free Internet.97 Platforms argue that 

link taxes would impose an overly broad extension of copyright and only favor large platforms, as the 

requirement for paying licensing fees would disadvantage small platforms and stifle innovation and 

diversity. For example, Patreon summoned evidence from Spanish creators and startups that closed 

down thanks to link taxes and costly licensing fees.98 Creator mentoring platform Re:Create argued that 

“a link is purely utilitarian and has no creative element to it”, and that First Amendment guarantees 

render it inappropriate for the government to determine what is news and worthy of “protection.”99  

 

Policymakers have also seen increased pressure to address telecom operators and ISPs’ calls for 

network usage fees, which shift the costs of running and expanding their networks, including the 

increase of data flows, onto the services their customers are using, like video streaming, gaming, and 

other similar type of platforms. In Korea, ISPs have campaigned for regulation that imposes network 

usage fees on content and application providers (CAPs) serving Korean consumers over the Internet. 

The EU is also considering a network usage fee proposal, though many countries have rejected the 

idea.100 Brazil released a consultation in 2023 on the topic, and telecom companies in India and Australia 

have increased demands for the government to impose these type of fees as well.101 Network usage fees 

can negatively impact SMEs that would bear the downstream effects of increased costs on platforms.102 

 

D. RESTRICTIONS ON ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSIONS AND DATA TRANSFERS  

 

The creator economy produces various content – video, text, and audio, as well as NFTs. Prominent 

creators’ content is bought and consumed worldwide. In addition, creators are expected to break away 

from large platforms and take charge of their audiences and data.  

 

In principle, creators’ work should be easy to transfer across borders, and there are trade rules in place 

to facilitate cross-border transfer of content. For example, the WTO as well as a growing number of 

free trade agreements and regional integration groupings have established a moratorium on customs 

duties on electronic transmissions, to pre-empt the imposition of border taxes on digital goods, 3D 

printable designs, content, and designs produced or owned in one country and sold to another. 

However, there are two challenges to cross-border sales and creators’ ability to operate globally: 

 

First, in 2023, India, South Africa, Turkiye, Argentina and Indonesia pushed back against the WTO 

moratorium.103 These calls, not new, are motivated by efforts to earn customs duty revenue. Imposing a 

tariff on creators could well undermine their fans’ interest in purchasing content from them.   

 

Second, creators as well as platforms that host them need data on their fans and performance in 

different markets, in order to optimize their marketing and content. However, access to and use of data 

and the cross-border transfer of personal data are highly contentious – most countries allow cross-

border data transfer but qualify or restrict it in some fashion.104 Several countries such as China, 

Indonesia, India, Vietnam, Nigeria, and Turkiye have issued laws in the past few years to localize all data 

or data in specific sectors such as payments, financial services, or healthcare, in essence likely meaning 

that some of creators’ fan data cannot be moved across borders. Another challenge for creators with 

global audiences is the fragmentation of national data privacy and transfer laws – meaning creators and 

platforms they use will have to comply with not just one but a diverse range of data privacy and transfer 

regimes, a burdensome process. It would be useful to understand how creators use data on their fans 

and customers, to connect the creator economy to broader debates on the future of data transfer 

policies. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
 

The creator economy has revolutionized entrepreneurship and empowered millions of people around 

the world to create new revenue streams and connect with each other in new, rich ways, including as: 

creators that sell their content and creations, such as educational classes, podcasts, and music on 

YouTube, Patreon, and SubStack; influencers that are hired by domestic and foreign businesses to shape 

the purchasing decisions of their fans and audiences through brand campaigns and sponsored posts on 

Instagram and TikTok; nano-influencers that have smaller audiences but higher engagement rates and are 

increasingly appealing in brand marketing strategies; and as NFT creators who tap into blockchain 

technology to sell their creations as unique digital assets on platforms like OpenSea and Rarible. 

 

Firm-level survey in 17 countries around the world has given more insight into how the creator 

economy has evolved and how it benefits MSMEs who engage in creator work: 

 

• Creators are not just new or micro businesses, they are prevalent especially in the ranks of 

small and medium-sized firms, and often have 3-10 years of experience. They are often led by 

women. 

 

• Creators are more digitized than their noncreator peers, including having more technical 

expertise within leadership, and higher spending on digital services and technologies. 

 

• Overall, creators are faster-growing than noncreators with higher revenue growth. 

 

• Creators hire a wider set of vendors domestically and internationally than comparable 

noncreators. They are also likelier to import and export and sell to multiple foreign markets, as 

well as frequently transfer data across borders. 

 

• Digital payments acceptance is crucial for, and prevalent among, creators: creators accept 

payments most often by card for both domestic and international customers, while mobile 

payments and PayPal are also popular. 

 

• Top needs for creators to expand include improving internet connections, digital payments 

acceptance, and cybersecurity capabilities, along with better digital marketing and data analytics 

capabilities and capabilities to comply with digital regulations. 

 

The creator economy faces complex regulatory issues that echo those surrounding the gig economy and 

platforms. Governments have started to seek to understand the creator economy and how to regulate 

it, with some laws and rules risking hampering creators’ growth. Examples include: 

 

• Counterproductive employment and tax rules that dissuade employers from hiring creators and 

raise creator-employers’ costs to hire third party services. 

 

• Stringent regulations that make platforms liable for users’ copyright and thus prone to censor 

non-infringing and legitimate content. 

 

• Increasing challenges of “link taxes” that would make creators pay those to whose content they 

link, undermining the entire internet economy of linking and sharing.  
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• Potential border barriers such as customs duties on creators’ cross-border transactions. 

 

• Network usage fees that will add costs to platforms that creators use to share their work. 

 

• Data localization and fragmentation of the global digital economy by national regulations and 

policies, which makes it costly and complicated to meet rules across jurisdictions. 

 

Governments around the world can promote the creator economy through policies that enable 

creators to grow and sell across borders. Policymakers should work to ensure: 

 

• Fair employee status and domestic and cross-border taxation rules so as to not place 

unnecessary financial burdens on creators and the businesses that hire them.  

 

• Safe harbor laws to provide platforms protections from copyright violations of their users. 

 

• Avoidance of link taxes and network usage fees, which would be especially difficult for smaller 

creators and platforms. 

 

• Continued moratorium on customs duties on electronic transmissions. 

 

• Increased understanding of how creators use data, and the promotion of free cross-border data 

transfer. 

 

While there are many donor funded projects and initiatives around the world to enable the growth of 

MSMEs, there are as yet only a few that recognize the significance and potential of the creator economy 

specifically. Major donors can begin to shift focus onto the creator economy as a way to empower 

developing country MSMEs, and for example partner with digital platforms for impactful programs. An 

example is YouTube’s Black Voices Fund, a multi-year commitment dedicated to spotlighting and 

growing Black creators including in Kenya, South Africa, and Nigeria, by giving them access to resources 

to help them thrive on YouTube, such as a partner manager, seed funding, training, networking, and 

development support.105 

 

The creator economy can have a bright future especially in developing nations, with low entry costs, 

flexibility, and ease of scalability. There are a plethora of platforms to get started on, a whole ecosystem 

of tools and marketplaces to help creators refine their craft and flourish, and a push towards 

authenticity which may also make it easier for people new to the industry with smaller audiences to find 

success even faster than before. Policymakers can steer the creator economy in the right direction in 

their respective countries and reap the rewards of the $250 billion-and-growing industry. 
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